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Soul Statuario (STRIP) 
RUSTIC FINISH 

Soul Statuario (Plain) 
GLOSSY FINISH 

Soul Statuario 
(PLAIN) MATT FINISH 

Introducing a rich and elegant series of tiles – MERLIN, 
crafted with an innovative perspective for spaces that 
seek sophistication. The finely  balanced shades, 
impeccable finish, and quality infused with subtle 
designs elevate the aura of your expanse seamlessly. It 
is tailor-made for spaces to reflect unmatched 
brilliance and luxury. Discover the exceptional Merlin 
Series by Solo Tile Studio integrated with superior 
functionalities and discreet appeal. 

INTRODUCTION: 
MERLIN SERIES 

“a thing of beauty is a joy forever.” – 
john keats 



In this day and age, the ceramic industry is prospering at the 
speed of light. The major driving force here is evolution and 
progress in the technological and innovation front and an 
interesting thing to note here is, India is not lagging behind in 
this regard. It is the 3rd largest consumer of ceramic tiles in 
the world. 

This gracious growth rate has been observed due to the 
immense popularity of tiles as a decor element and that has 
happened because of the availability of unique and 
distinctive tiles. One of the key players driving this innovation 
is Solo Tile Studio. At Solo Tile Studio, growth is fuelled by 
dreams and desires. For us, our clients are not profit-giving 
entities, they are our growth-causing partners. 

We always aim at serving class apart products and providing 
satisfying services that can work as wholesome tiling 
solutions. To do so effectively, we rely upon our highly skilled 
and experienced working brigade that works day in and day 
out under the constant guidance of prudent visionaries. Our 
major strengths include the in-house R&D department that 
allows us to come up with innovative and reliable solutions. To 
put those solutions into practice, we have got on board the 
latest technology and machinery that we source from Italy and 
Spain. These parameters have helped us gain a massive 
growth rate since, in the year 2006, we commenced with a 
production capacity of 5000 sq. meters per day, and today, it 
has reached 55,000 sq. meters per day. We also run a 
Sanitary-Ware plant with a total production capacity of 25,000 
pieces per month. 
All in all, with an extensive range of High Gloss Glazed Vitrified 
Tiles, Glazed Vitrified Tiles, Glazed Outdoor Vitrified Tiles, Full 
Body Vitrified Tiles, Double Charge Vitrified Tiles, Glazed 
Ceramic Wall Tiles, and an exclusive Sanitaryware collection, 
we are en route to fulfilling our own dream. 

COMPANY 
INTRODUCTION 

manufacturing 
units 

5+ 
sq. m / day tiles 

production 
pcs / month 

sanitary ware 
production 

export 
countries 

 standard 
compliance 

20+ 65K 25K 

Company 
Strength 



MOULD 
AND MOSS 
RESISTANT 

FROST 
RESISTANT 

STAIN 
PROOF 

SLIP 
RESISTANT 

FLAME 
PROOF 

LOW WATER 
ABSORPTION 

EASY TO 
CLEAN 

CHEMICAL 
RESISTANT 

Advantages & Features 

Let your space be fluent in grace and 
functionality with the exclusive features of 
tiles that are frost, slip, chemical, mould 
resistant, and more. The aesthetic 
collection paired with remarkable features 
gives a contemporary interpretation to 
your space. 

Authentic 
features that 
enlighten 
your space 

www.solotile.com.au 
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[ Legend 
Statuario 

Legend 
Statuario Strip Dove Surface 

[ 60 X 120 CM

[ Glossy Finish

[ Matt With Dove Surface

[ 6 Random

[ Merlin Series

[ White body Vitrified Tiles



Preview of Legend Statuario Liner 

www.solotile.com.au 
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[ Lorenzo 
Gray 

[ 60 X 120 CM

[ Glossy Finish

[ Matt With Dove Surface

[ 5 Random

[ Merlin Series

[ White body Vitrified Tiles



www.solotile.com.au 

[ Nex Statuario

[ 60 X 120 CM

[ Glossy Finish

[ Matt With Dove Surface

[ 6 Random

[ Merlin Series

[ White body Vitrified Tiles



Preview of Nex Statuario 

www.solotile.com.au 



Soul Statuario 
Strip Dove Surface 

www.solotile.com.au 

[ Soul Statuario

[ 60 X 120 CM

[ Glossy Finish

[ Matt With Dove Surface

[ 4 Random

[ Merlin Series

[ White body Vitrified Tiles



Preview of Soul Statuario 

www.solotile.com.au 
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[ Vetican Statuario

[ 60 X 120 CM

[ Glossy Finish

[ Matt With Dove Surface

[ 4 Random

[ Merlin Series

[ White body Vitrified Tiles



Preview of Vetican Statuario 

www.solotile.com.au 




